Shower Door Experts

DOUBLE-SLIDING BARN DOOR STYLE SHOWER DOORS

FIND THE STYLE THAT WORKS FOR YOU!

FULL CATALOG
Reducing the number (and prominence) of metal components has been an industry obsession for years. But 310 Tempering has taken things to a whole new level of frameless with their Phantom Series shower doors! The Phantom debuts a game-changing glass header system that allows these units to anchor high-end bathrooms without dominating them.
The Phantom Series swaps out the traditional metal header and stoppers that most sliding systems employ with a revolutionary **glass header system** and **clear acrylic stoppers**. The towel bars and rollers are the only metal components, and are available in **chrome**, **brushed nickel**, and **oil rubbed bronze**.
The Cambridge from C.R. Laurence is a major addition to the dual-sliding segment of the modern sliding shower door market. Similar single-sliding systems have been out for over a decade, but these sleek, minimal dual-sliding systems are absolutely where the market is heading.
With no channel or brackets on the walls and only low-profile metal thresholds at the base, the Cambridge is designed to showcase custom tile work and other decorative details. Comes standard with a towel bar on each panel. Standard finishes are polished chrome, brushed nickel, and matte black.
DOUBLE-SLIDING BARN DOOR STYLE

The Passage II has a similar look to the Cambridge system from C.R. Laurence. But unlike the Cambridge, the Passage II represents an affordable way to integrate the double-sliding barn door look that's become so popular in recent years. The square header is one of the most compact designs on the market, making it less of a focal point than you'd find with comparable systems. Dual disc knobs accomplish the same thing: less protruding metal to better highlight the glass and any custom tile work.

PRODUCT SPECS

- **Glass**: 3/8” clear tempered
- **Unit Width**: 60”
- **Unit Heights**: 76”
- **Lead Time**: 3-5 business days
- **Installation Time**: 90-120 min

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE PICKUP!

LOWER COSTS. SHORTER LEAD TIMES. SAME FRAMELESS QUALITY.
STEP INTO THE FUTURE

The Passage II is exactly where the market’s headed: affordable barn door style sliding shower doors that sacrifice neither form nor function.

Anti-Lift Devices

Door Rollers

Single-sliding barn door systems have been around for over a decade. However, not every bathroom layout lends itself to a single sliding door paired with a stationary panel. Enter the Passage II, an exciting new offering from Aqueous that makes the double-sliding barn door look a viable option.

HARDWARE FINISHES

- POLISHED STAINLESS
- BRUSHED STAINLESS